Holding fort as and so that eight-match whit- e was only a matter of time over Rubiales on Tuesday. Qatar will be hoping they have turned their fortunes around. It was far from a com- fortable victory for the Asian Champions in their FIFA Auth- orised Pictograms World Cup qualification game against Oman. But Rubiales Sanchez and his players would have been delighted.

Big victory against Oman and they are targeting three points in both games and were unlucky not to get at least a point earlier in the group because they are a big side. There are the Asian champ- ions and they will be playing in front of home fans,” the astonishing midfielder said.

There is no one who can match our style of playing and we have full confi- dence in ourselves and our aims will be to win the match and take three points to make our fans hap- py. We want to start the quart- er-final match with a victory. This match is very important for us, he added.

There are no favourites, we will play our game and Oman will play theirs. We believe in what we are doing and we have full confi- dence in ourselves,” said Rubiales.

Qatar have been on the road in the colder climes of Europe – in only their third appearance. Tuesday, Qatar will be hoping to bounce back from a disappointing draw against Iraq in their opening game. It was a point at the Al Janoub Stadium with their squad coming. But into added time, it was a Tấtb Seriously for Oman having gone into that match as favourites.

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez (left) and goalkeeper Bassam Al-Sabah during the press conference yesterday.

There is no one who can match our style of playing and we have full confidence in ourselves and our aims will be to win the match and take three points to make our fans happy. We want to start the quarter-final match with a victory. This match is very important for us, he added.

Qatar have won both their recent matches. They have turned their fortunes around. We believe in what we are doing and we have full confidence in ourselves,” said Rubiales.

Qatar have been on the road in the colder climes of Europe – in only their third appearance. Tuesday, Qatar will be hoping to bounce back from a disappointing draw against Iraq in their opening game. It was a point at the Al Janoub Stadium with their squad coming. But into added time, it was a Tatb Seriously for Oman having gone into that match as favourites.

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez said the team was facing the tough- est game in the group but hoped for a positive result. Oman have earned a lot of experience. Their aim has been to prepare for a victory against the home team. "Our target is to reach the quarter-finals. We believe in what we have been doing and we have full confidence in ourselves," said Sanchez.

It was a bitter blow for Oman as they came deep into added time. They were present at the new World Cup Stadium, "he added.

"Winning is very important for us. The first game was not easy, but I am glad we succeeded in securing three precious points," said Sanchez. He also praised the perform- ance of his teammates. "We are not the same team, because winning it will guarantee us qualification for the next round of the group. The match has be- come forgotten and the focus is on the second match. We are happy with the victory in the opening match, which is unu- sually difficult and special, but the team was able to achieve victory and get three points. The players have performed well," he added.

"With Qatar winning and Oman losing, we have shifted to- wards the semifinals. Winning today too will be a close one. I think that our confrontations with Oman have become an open book due to the many matches that we have played recently, especially at the level of the Asian qualifiers. Both teams know each other well, and we will be ready to face any challenges," he added.

"Our young midfielder said that the opening match has be- come a thing of the past and his teammates will now be focusing on the next match against Oman. Oman coach Brandt-Heinrich said his team was facing a tough- est game in the group but hoped for a positive result. Oman have earned a lot of experience. Their aim has been to prepare for a victory against the home team. "Our target is to reach the quarter-finals. We believe in what we have been doing and we have full confidence in ourselves," said Sanchez.

Qatar have been on the road in the colder climes of Europe – in only their third appearance. Tuesday, Qatar will be hoping to bounce back from a disappointing draw against Iraq in their opening game. It was a point at the Al Janoub Stadium with their squad coming. But into added time, it was a Tatb Seriously for Oman having gone into that match as favourites.

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez said the team was facing the tough- est game in the group but hoped for a positive result. Oman have earned a lot of experience. Their aim has been to prepare for a victory against the home team. "Our target is to reach the quarter-finals. We believe in what we have been doing and we have full confidence in ourselves," said Sanchez.

It was a bitter blow for Oman as they came deep into added time. They were present at the new World Cup Stadium, "he added.

"Winning is very important for us. The first game was not easy, but I am glad we succeeded in securing three precious points," said Sanchez. He also praised the perform- ance of his teammates. "We are not the same team, because winning it will guarantee us qualification for the next round of the group. The match has be- come forgotten and the focus is on the second match. We are happy with the victory in the opening match, which is unu- sually difficult and special, but the team was able to achieve victory and get three points. The players have performed well," he added.

"With Qatar winning and Oman losing, we have shifted to- wards the semifinals. Winning today too will be a close one. I think that our confrontations with Oman have become an open book due to the many matches that we have played recently, especially at the level of the Asian qualifiers. Both teams know each other well, and we will be ready to face any challenges," he added.
Pakistan name squad for Tests

A young captain West Indies is seen during a training session at the Jeddah Corniche Circuit. He has gained a reputation for his batting and leadership skills. West Indies have yielded a total of 184 for 8 in their first innings. He will become the country's first wicketkeeper-batsman in Tests. He has scored 2,000 runs in first-class cricket, which is a record for the West Indies. His last five Test innings have been in the 30s, and his highest score is 150. He has been in good form in recent months and is set to make his Test debut against England.
Winning coach for Liverpool during Everton support before he had type of games. "We had some good games here but never as good or convincing as tonight."

Benitez was an unpopular appointment among many of the Liverpool fans, who took exception to his approach to defence and were concerned about the lack of quality in his team. Many supporters voiced their disapproval, and some of them actually took exception to his appointment. Among the most vocal was the Liverpool fans' group, who were not shy to express their views.

In one of their previous nine visits to Goodison, they were not to be disappointed with the performance oftheir team. The travelling Liverpool fans sang Benitez’s name in ironic celebration, but he was met with a barrage of boos as he headed down the tunnel at full-time.

The opener arrived on nine minutes when Andy Robertson picked out Gray in space between Matip and Alexander-Larsson. The defender headed the ball past Pickford. Benitez showed no mercy on Salah stars as Reds thrash Everton.

Stunning strikes from Mohamed Salah in the last 24 offer in the Premier League. The England goalkeeper was helpless again when Salah added the ball past Pickford. The opener arrived on nine minutes when Andy Robertson picked out Gray in space between Matip and Alexander-Larsson. The defender headed the ball past Pickford. Benitez showed no mercy on Salah stars as Reds thrash Everton.

Some of the disquiet, but Everton are still building trust towards a reformation of the team. The travelling Liverpool fans sang Benitez’s name in ironic celebration, but he was met with a barrage of boos as he headed down the tunnel at full-time.
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He had too much to do or was responsible. He良かった Liverpool fans.

The travelling Liverpool fans sang Benitez’s name in ironic celebration, but he was met with a barrage of boos as he headed down the tunnel at full-time.

"I think anyone who could see the game we made too many mistakes, but we have to be better against a top side you pay for!" said Benitez. Liverpool could have been out of sight inside 10 minutes as Joel Matip headed just wide before Salah turned Sadic’s cross over from close range into that brilliant save from Jordan Pickford. But they did miss the chance to score when Salah added the ball past Pickford.

The opener arrived on nine minutes when Andy Robertson picked out Gray in space between Matip and Alexander-Larsson. The defender headed the ball past Pickford. Benitez showed no mercy on Salah stars as Reds thrash Everton.
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Bahrain face plucky Iraq in must-win tie

“We still have two more group matches to play and six points to grab. I have confidence in our team to play and six points to grab. I have confidence in our team.”

By Yousef Al-Mugah

A

fter losing their opening match to Qatar, Bahrain now face a must-win tie in their second match against Iraq on the third day of the FIFA Arab Cup.

The match will take place at the Al Bayt Stadium in Al Khor at 16:00 Qatari time on Wednesday, November 30, with both teams looking to bounce back from their opening losses.

In their opening match against Qatar, Bahrain were defeated 2-0, with goals from Almoez Almoez and Yasser Qassem. Iraq, on the other hand, also lost their opening match, falling 0-1 to Oman.

Both teams are now looking to secure their first points in the tournament and ensure they qualify for the next round of the competition.

Bahrain have a tough task ahead of them, as Iraq are considered one of the strongest teams in the group. However, Bahrain have a strong home crowd and will be looking to make the most of it.

Iraq’s Yasser Qassem was sent off in the 2020 CAF Champions League final, which they lost to Egyptian side Al Ahly, but he is expected to be fit for this match.

Bahrain’s head coach, Mohamed Magdy, said: “The match against Iraq is a must-win for us. We need to win this match to stay in the tournament. We have a strong team and we believe we can win.”

Magdy also praised the performance of his team in the opening match, stating: “We played well against Qatar, especially in the first half. We had a good start and we were close to scoring.”

Despite the loss, the team is looking to build on their performance against Qatar and will be looking to make the most of their home crowd.

Bahrain have a strong history in the Arab Cup, having won the tournament twice in 1988 and 1990. They are also one of the most successful teams in the region, having won the Gulf Cup a record nine times.

Iraq, on the other hand, have won the Arab Cup once, in 1992, and have been runners-up on three occasions.

The match will be crucial for both teams, with the top two teams in the group advancing to the knockout stages.

Bahrain have a tough task ahead of them, as Iraq are considered one of the strongest teams in the group. However, Bahrain have a strong home crowd and will be looking to make the most of it.
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